
English 

Week 12



English – Lesson 1

Who is Bob? 

Where does he work?

What is his special job on the Moon?

When does he get up in the morning? Put on 
his Moon suit? Have his lunch? 

How long do you think he spends there?



Today, we will be adding our own adjectives to describe an 
alien that might live on the Moon. 

Adjectives can be used to describe colour, pattern, shape and size. 
They can also be used to describe personality and emotions.



Use your template and describing mat to help you               
plan your alien description.





Finish reading Man on the Moon 



English – Lesson 2

Listen to the Man on the Moon story 
from previous lesson. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rt5
zQ1UO6rE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rt5zQ1UO6rE


Look at your alien description again.

Can you use some adjectives to describe your alien  
without showing your alien picture to a friend? 



Alien Description 

My alien is friendly but she has sharp feet. She has 
two long arms and purple spotty skin. My alien is so

loud and likes to play hide and seek on the Moon with
her friends. 



Can you use 
conjunctions to 

link your 
ideas?

and

but 

so

because

with  



English – Lesson 3

We will be taking part in ‘No 
Pens Wednesday’ 



Human Bop It

Listen carefully to your adult call out some action words. 

Can you move your body and show us the action?

Kick it – Kick out in front of you 

Twist it – Twist your body half way around then back with your feet 
remaining in the same place on the floor

Spin it – Turn around

Pull it – Imagine you are pulling two levers down from above your head

Bop it – Jump in the air



Listen to the song Wild Thing. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4qHX493bB3U

What does the music make you think of ?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4qHX493bB3U


How do you think these aliens would move? 

Are they fat and heavy or long and slithery? 

Choose one alien. Can you march or stomp in time to the music? 

What words could you use that would describe the movements 

of your alien?



In small groups, choose one of the alien pictures and decide 
on movements that will represent how you think that alien 

would move. 

At end of the lesson, you can perform your movements to the 
class and we can try and guess your alien.



English – Lesson 4

Today you will continue doing Guided Reading. 

You will be reading in a group and taking it in turns to read aloud
and answer questions.



Guided Reading 
You might be asked to read a text about ‘Shooting Stars and 

our Solar System’ and answer some questions.

• Alien Word search 

• Phonic Games 



English – Lesson 5

Today, we will be learning about similes. 

A simile describes something by comparing it to something else, 
using like or as.

Look at the Adjectives and Similes PowerPoint to help you               
find out more. 





Response task –

Go back to your alien description and include a simile. 

like  as

Look at the Adjectives and Similes PowerPoint to help you               
find out more. 


